1 Introduction

Ion pairing is an ubiquitous effect in concentrated salt solutions\(^1\)–\(^3\) which has some important consequences for complex fluids.\(^4\)–\(^11\)

The formation of ion aggregates significantly influences dynamic properties like ionic conductivities or diffusivities. Hence, specifically in terms of electrochemical applications, the suppression and modification of ion pair formation is highly desirable.\(^12\)

In general, one can distinguish between contact and solvent-separated ion pairs,\(^1,13,14\) while the mechanisms leading to the formation of these aggregates are still under debate.\(^1,14,15\)

Previous results demonstrated that the solvent itself as well as the solvent chemical activity\(^1,16,17\) strongly influence many effects, e.g. the formation of ion pairs,\(^1,12\) the occurrence of specific ion effects\(^18\)–\(^21\) and the ion condensation behavior around macromolecules.\(^22\)–\(^30\)

Based on these findings, one can assume that tunable mixtures provide a controllable influence on the ion pairing mechanism. In this sense, an often discussed concept for binary solutions in order to minimize the number of ion pairs is preferential solvation.\(^31\)

One can distinguish between homoselective solvation, where both ion species are dissolved by the same compound of the solution, and heterogeneous solvation where the solvation shells around the ions differ. A typical example for homoselective solvation is the dissolution of CaCl\(_2\) in water–methanol mixtures,\(^32\) where both ion species are preferentially solvated by water molecules. In contrast, silver nitrate in acetonitrile–water mixtures reveals a heteroselective solvation.\(^33\)

A well established empirical framework to understand preferential solvation was proposed by the donor number concept.\(^34\)–\(^36\)

Herewith, the ability of the solvent to dissolve cations can be quantified. In more detail, solvents with a high donor number usually accumulate around cations, whereas solvents with a high acceptor number prefer the solvation of anions. Notably, the implications of the donor number concept for polyelectrolytes in water, DMSO and chloroform were recently demonstrated by experiments and simulations.\(^35,36\)

The results of these studies indicated that DMSO with a high donor number (DN) fosters the occurrence of free alkali ions, and thus provides a lower association constant compared to water. Therefore, it can be assumed that the usage of binary mixtures for increasing ion dissociation behavior can be regarded as a possible option to improve the ion transport efficiency in electrochemical devices.

In this article, we study the ion pairing behavior between two lithium (Li\(^+\)) and a single sulfonated diphenyl sulfone ion (SDS\(^{2–}\))\(^30,36\) in presence of binary DMSO–water mixtures. The corresponding chemical structure of SDS\(^{2–}\) is depicted in Fig. 1. Polymeric forms of SDS\(^2\) and modifications thereof\(^37\)–\(^40\) were discussed to be used as building materials for polymer electrolyte membranes in electrochemical applications.\(^35,36\) The presence of
expected and far from being fully understood. As our study demonstrates, non-ideal solution effects due to interacting solvent molecules and solvent-solute interactions cannot be easily described by simple theoretical concepts. All our numerical results are in good agreement with previous experimental and simulation studies.41,43–46

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In the next two sections we present the theoretical background and the numerical details. The simulation results are presented in the fourth section. We briefly conclude and summarize in the last section.

2 Theoretical background

Over the last centuries, several approaches were developed to study non-ideal solution effects. A standard approach to describe non-ideality is given by the chemical activity47,48

\[ a_x = \exp(\mu_x - \mu_x^{*}/RT) \]  

with the chemical potential \( \mu_x \) of species \( x \), the standard chemical potential \( \mu_x^{*} \), the molar gas constant \( R \), and the temperature \( T \). Herewith, the deviation from an ideal behavior can be expressed by the activity coefficient47,48

\[ \gamma_x = \frac{a_x}{x_a} \]  

with the mole fraction \( x_a \) of species \( a \) in the solution. The presence of an ideal solution is expressed by \( \gamma_x = 1 \) whereas non-ideal behavior can be found for \( \gamma_x < 1 \). The derivative of the chemical activity is defined as

\[ a_{xx} = \frac{\partial \ln a_x}{\partial \ln x_a} \]  

which can be calculated in terms of the Kirkwood–Buff theory49–52 via

\[ a_{xx} = \frac{1}{1 + \rho_x(G_{xx} - G_{\text{ref}})} \]  

where \( G_{xx} \) and \( G_{\text{ref}} \) denote the Kirkwood–Buff integrals

\[ G_{\text{ref}} = 4\pi \int_0^{\infty} r^2 (g_{\beta\beta}(r) - 1) \, dr \]  

for solvent \( x \) and co-solvent \( \beta \) molecules in terms of the radial distribution functions \( g(r) \) and the number density \( \rho_x \). With regard to eqn (4), it becomes clear that an ideal mixture is given by \( a_{xx} = 1 \) due to the condition \( G_{\text{ref}} = G_{xx} \) whereas deviations from an ideal behavior are represented by \( a_{xx} \neq 1 \) and hence \( G_{\text{ref}} \neq G_{xx} \). The values of the Kirkwood–Buff integrals can be interpreted as excess volumes for the individual species compared to an ideal solution as a reference. It has to be noted that the Kirkwood–Buff theory was originally formulated for the grand canonical \( \mu V T \) ensemble,49–52 whereas the applicability for computer simulations was in detail discussed in ref. 53. Hence, approximate Kirkwood–Buff integrals at large but finite distances \( r_c \) can be even obtained for \( NVT \) (constant temperature) or \( NpT \) (constant temperature and constant pressure) simulations.52

Fig. 1 Molecular snapshot (top) and chemical structure (bottom) of the sulfonated diphenyl sulfone ion (SDS$^{2-}$).

extremely electron-poor poly(phenylene) backbones containing sulfone-units in combination with a large number of sulfonic acid groups allows for high thermal stability and significant ion conductivities.36,39 Another advantage of these polymers is given by their high solubility in water and in a broad range of apolar solvents.36,39 In fact, the benefit of non-aqueous solvents rectifies some problems known for ordinary polymer electrolyte membranes in aqueous solution like low working temperatures or low solubility, which can be improved by adding co-solvents such as DMSO.35,41

In this article, we exclusively focus on the solvation of a single ion pair in DMSO–water mixtures to avoid the influence of long range electrostatic interactions and possible unwanted correlation effects between like-charged ions. The study of the binary mixture without solutes reveals a significant non-ideal behavior. Moreover, the interpretation of the dielectric spectra indicates a complex cluster formation between DMSO and water molecules in good agreement with experimental results. Further results verify the appearance of a pronounced ion pairing effect with increasing mole fractions of DMSO. Indeed, the simulation outcomes evidence a homoselective solvation of both ion species by water molecules. Our findings imply that homoselective solvation significantly influences the ion association behavior of polyelectrolytes. The presence of solvents with different donor numbers to increase ionic conductivities in terms of electrochemical applications might therefore be questionable and depends on the chosen solvents. Moreover, a previous publication42 reported a strong influence of DMSO–water mixtures on the conformational behavior of linear hydrocarbon chains. It can be therefore assumed that the complex interplay between solvents, co-solvents and solutes is more complicated than
The presence of a preferential solvation mechanism can be detected by the calculation of the local/bulk partition coefficient which reads

$$K_s(r) = \frac{\langle n_s(r) \rangle / \langle n_0(r) \rangle}{n_s^{\text{tot}} / n_0^{\text{tot}}}.$$  

(6)

where \(\langle n_s(r) \rangle\) denotes the average number of solvent \((x = \text{water})\) or co-solvent molecules \((x = \beta, \text{DMSO})\) within a distance \(r\) to the solute and \(n_s^{\text{tot}}\) the total number of solvent or co-solvent molecules in the simulation box. At short distances of usually \(r \leq 0.5\,\text{nm}\), a preferential solvation mechanism by solvent molecules \(x\) results in \(K_s(r) > 1\) whereas preferential exclusion can be detected according to \(K_s(r) < 1\).

The occurrence of ion pairs is studied by the normalized cumulative number distribution function or distance-dependent association constant

$$\theta(R) = \frac{4\pi}{N_e} \int_0^R r^2 g_{ic}(r)dr$$  

(7)

with the number \(N_e\) and the number density \(n_e\) of countercions and the radial distribution functions \(g_{ic}(r)\) between co-ions (i) and countercions (c). A particular interesting value for the association constant in a pure solvent is given for \(R = l_B\), with \(l_B\) being the Bjerrum length \(l_B = e^2/4\pi\varepsilon_0 k_B T\) with the Boltzmann constant \(k_B\), the elementary charge \(e\) and the dielectric constant \(\varepsilon_r\). It has to be noted that the continuum concept of Bjerrum lengths is only well defined for a solution with a constant global value for \(\varepsilon_r\).

The dielectric constant of the solution without ions can be calculated by

$$\varepsilon_r = 1 + \frac{4\pi}{3} \frac{\langle M_{\text{tot}}^2 \rangle}{Vk_BT},$$  

(8)

where \(\langle M_{\text{tot}}^2 \rangle\) denotes the average of the squared net total dipole moment of molecules in the simulation box of volume \(V\). In presence of charged species and periodic boundary conditions, eqn (8) is difficult to apply and one instead has to calculate the autocorrelation function of the total current or the individual currents in the system. Thus, the frequency-dependent total conductivity can be written as

$$\sigma(\omega) = \frac{1}{3V_kBT} \langle \vec{j}_r(t)\vec{j}_r(t_0) \rangle_{\omega}$$  

(9)

with the total current \(\vec{j}_r\) for angular frequencies \(\omega = 2\pi\nu\). The brackets \(\langle \cdot \rangle_{\omega}\) denote the Fourier–Laplace transformation of the autocorrelation function reading

$$\langle \vec{j}_r(t)\vec{j}_r(t_0) \rangle_{\omega} = \int_0^\infty \langle \vec{j}_r(t)\vec{j}_r(t_0) \rangle e^{-\omega t}dt,$$  

(10)

to yield

$$\varepsilon(\omega) = 1 + \frac{4\pi\sigma(\omega)}{\omega}$$  

(11)

as an expression for the static dielectric permittivity after evaluating the real part in the limit \(\varepsilon_r = \lim_{\omega \to 0} \Re(\varepsilon(\omega))\). The real part of the dielectric spectra ("permittivity") is denoted by \(\varepsilon'(\omega)\) while the negative imaginary part ("loss") is represented by \(\varepsilon''(\omega)\) such that both terms contribute to the frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity \(\varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon'(\omega) - i\varepsilon''(\omega)\). Moreover, one can also determine the individual contributions or cross-correlations for the different constituents of the solution in eqn (9) by taking into account the distinct currents \(\vec{j}_s\) with \(x \in \{\alpha, \beta, i, c\}\). The detailed analysis procedure for the dielectric spectra is discussed in the supplementary material. Finally, the total ionic conductivity \(\sigma = \sigma(\omega = 0)\) can be calculated by

$$\lim_{\omega \to \infty} \langle \Delta M_r^2(t) \rangle = 2\langle M_r^2(t_0) \rangle + 6Vk_BT \sigma,$$  

(12)

which can be interpreted as the mean squared displacement of the collective translational dipole moment in the simulation box.

The so-called Einstein–Helfand conductivity \(\sigma\) provides a reliable description of the true conductivity, since it includes ionic correlations that are neglected in the Nernst–Einstein description, which estimates conductivities based on diffusion coefficients. We refer the reader to ref. 60–63 and the supplementary material for more details on the calculation of the ionic conductivity and the dielectric spectra in different systems.

3 Simulation details

We studied the properties of two lithium ions (Li⁺) and a single molecular sulfonated diphenyl sulfone ion (SDS⁻) in various compositions of DMSO–water mixtures. A snapshot and the chemical structure of SDS⁻ are depicted in Fig. 1. Recent numerical and experimental results revealed interesting ion condensation effects for sulfonated diphenyl sulfones which motivated our choice for the study of this specific ion pair. All-atom molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the GROMACS 4.5.5 software package. The topologies and force fields for SDS⁻, DMSO and Li⁺ were modeled by Generalized Amber Force Fields (GAFF) using ACPYPE in combination with the TIP3P water model. It was shown in ref. 69 and 70 that the dynamic and static properties of a broad variety of solvents, including DMSO, are well reproduced by GAFF parameters in agreement with our own consistency checks. A previous publication with the same force field combination for SDS⁻ and sodium ions in presence of TIP3P water reported reasonable results for the ion association behavior in good agreement with experimental findings. In order to check the general validity of our force field combination, we also tested different water models like the TIP4P water in combination with OPLS/AA, which gave comparable results. Two simulation sets of DMSO–water mixtures were performed. One set of simulations in presence of the SDS⁻ and two lithium ions and another set for the study of pure DMSO–water mixtures. For pure DMSO–water mixtures, we simulated mole fractions between \(x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1–0.9\). In contrast, preferential solvation and association properties of ion pairs were studied for mole fractions between \(x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1–0.5\).

Electrostatic interactions for all systems were calculated by the Particle Mesh Ewald method with a Verlet cutoff scheme and a short-range radius of 1 nm. The same cutoff scheme was
also used for the calculation of the Lennard-Jones interactions in combination with dispersion corrections. The Fourier grid spacing was 0.16 nm and all bonds were constrained by the LINCS algorithm. The time step in all simulations was 2 fs. All systems were equilibrated for 5 ns at 300 K and 1 bar pressure by using the Nose–Hoover thermostat and the Parrinello–Rahman barostat. The initial box size was \( (4 \times 4 \times 4) \) nm. All pure solvent mixtures were simulated for 20 ns whereas the systems with ions were simulated for 50 ns at 300 K and 1 bar \([NpT\) ensemble]. In total, we performed more than 10.75 \( \mu \)s of simulation time for the calculation of the dielectric spectra, which were compared to the results of our production runs to ensure statistical accuracy (the minimum simulation time for a system was \( 2.14 \) \( \mu \)s). More details on the number of solvent molecules and the resulting average box lengths are presented in the supplementary material.

## 4 Results

### 4.1 Aqueous DMSO solutions without ions

We first study the properties of a binary DMSO–water mixture without ions. In fact, the properties of DMSO–water solutions were already discussed in a series of publications. As a starting point, we analyze the dynamic properties of the solvent molecules. The results for the center-of-mass diffusion coefficients are presented in Fig. 2. For pure water and pure DMSO \( (x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0 \) and \( 1 \), respectively), we obtained diffusion coefficients of \( D_{\text{cm}} = (0.79 \pm 0.01) \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \) (DMSO) and \( D_{\text{cm}} = (5.91 \pm 0.01) \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \) (water) which are in reasonable agreement with previous experimental findings and simulation results \( (D_{\text{cm}} = 0.73 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \) (DMSO, exp.) and \( D_{\text{cm}} = 5.88 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \) (TIP3P, sim.)). Minimum diffusion coefficients for both components can be found for DMSO mole fractions between \( x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.4–0.6 \). Thus, the diffusivity of water molecules dramatically decreases about one order whereas the effects on DMSO are less pronounced. It was already discussed in previous publications that the observed minimum diffusion coefficients indicate a non-ideal behavior of the mixture, which can be mainly attributed to the formation of pronounced DMSO–water pairs. Furthermore, the observed diffusion coefficients for all molar fractions of DMSO roughly coincide with experimental findings as the data in Fig. 2 suggests. Hence, also in experiments, a minimum diffusivity between \( x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.4–0.6 \) becomes visible.

However, the most important indicator for a non-ideal solution behavior is demonstrated by the value of the chemical activity. Therefore, we calculated the derivative of the chemical activity \( a_{\text{e}} \) in accordance to eqn (4) for both individual components. As depicted in Fig. 3, water reveals a nearly ideal behavior for all mole fractions with values \( a_{\text{e}} \approx 1 \). In fact, a value of \( a_{\text{e}} = 1 \) can be directly attributed to the equivalence of the water–water and water–DMSO Kirkwood–Buff integrals (eqn (4)). In contrast, DMSO shows a highly non-ideal behavior with the largest value \( a_{\text{e}} \approx 13.5 \) at \( x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.5 \). The large value of \( a_{\text{e}} \) indicates that the value of the Kirkwood–Buff integral for DMSO–DMSO pairs is smaller than the value for the DMSO–water integral according to \( G_{\text{e}} > G_{\text{ba}} \). Hence, a larger excess molecule number around DMSO as defined by can be observed for water when compared to DMSO molecules. Therefore, it can be concluded that DMSO preferentially interacts with water molecules in agreement with previous findings. The corresponding implications for the dynamic properties in terms of cross-correlations between DMSO and water will be discussed in the next sections.

In addition to the thermodynamic properties, we also calculated the dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_r \) for different mole fractions \( x_{\text{DMSO}} \) by evaluating eqn (11) in the limit of \( \omega \to 0 \). The corresponding results are depicted in Fig. 4. The black line corresponds to an ideal solution with \( \varepsilon_r^{\text{3D}} = \varepsilon_r^{\text{H}_2\text{O}} (1 - x_{\text{DMSO}}) + \varepsilon_r^{\text{DMSO}} x_{\text{DMSO}} \) with the dielectric constants \( \varepsilon_r^{\text{H}_2\text{O}} = 95.32 \) and \( \varepsilon_r^{\text{DMSO}} = 55.54 \) as found in our simulations for the pure solvents.

![Fig. 2](image1.png) Diffusion coefficient for DMSO (blue triangles) and water molecules (red circles) in a DMSO–water mixture for different mole fractions \( x_{\text{DMSO}} \). All error bars are within symbol size and black symbols denote experimental results for DMSO (black circles) and water (black triangles) at 305 K.

![Fig. 3](image2.png) Derivative of the chemical activity \( a_{\text{e}} \) for DMSO (red circles) and water (blue triangles) in a DMSO–water mixture for different mole fractions \( x_{\text{DMSO}} \). All error bars are within symbol size.
The results for pure TIP3P water agree with previous simulations \( (\varepsilon_r = 69.6) \) whereas the dielectric constant for DMSO slightly deviates from experimental results \( (\varepsilon_r = 47.24) \). Based on our simulation outcomes, it can be concluded that a direct interaction between water and DMSO molecules due to \( \varepsilon_r \) is evident such that the resulting total dipole moment is significantly decreased compared with an ideal solution. Thus, all previous findings indicate a complicated interaction between DMSO and water molecules leading to highly non-ideal solution effects for intermediate DMSO mole fractions. Moreover, also experimental results \(^{44}\) reveal a decrease of the dielectric constant as the data in Fig. 4 indicate. Although the exact functional form differs from our findings, the range of values for the dielectric constant is roughly comparable.

### 4.2 Solvation properties of ion species

In this subsection, we focus on the solvation properties of the ions. In order to test the validity of our chosen force fields, we calculated the radial distribution function between water molecules and lithium ions in presence of the SDS\(^{2-}\)/C\(^{0}\) ion and in pure water. It was discussed that specifically the hydration properties of lithium ions are of significant importance to characterize specific ion binding effects. \(^{91}\) The results can be found in the supplementary material. We observed a pronounced first hydration shell around Li\(^+\) within distances of 0.3 nm. The corresponding coordination number of water molecules by the integration of the radial distribution function to this distance\(^{92}\) yields \( N_{H_2O} = 4.72 \). The position of the first hydration shell as well as the resulting water coordination number are in good agreement with \textit{ab initio} MD simulation results,\(^{93}\) where a coordination number \( N_{H_2O} \approx 5 \) was reported. Therefore, we can assume that the influence of lithium ions on its local hydration shell is correctly reproduced by our chosen force field combination.

In order to proceed with the solvation properties of the ions in the DMSO–water mixture, we first study the radial distribution functions (RDFs) for DMSO and water molecules around lithium ions and SDS\(^{2-}\). The results are shown in Fig. 5. It becomes evident that the first solvent shell around lithium ions with a maximum value at \( r \approx 0.2 \) nm is purely composed of water molecules. With higher mole fractions of DMSO, this finding is even more pronounced with regard to slightly increasing values for the water peak. In contrast, the second solvent shell with a peak position at \( r \approx 0.35 \) nm is formed by DMSO molecules. In total, one can observe five distinct water and DMSO solvent shells within distances \( r \leq 0.9 \) nm. This finding can be mostly rationalized in terms of entropic effects due to the smaller size of the water molecules compared to DMSO in accordance with properties discussed for size-asymmetric ionic liquids.\(^{34,95}\) Noteworthy, the first solvent shell around lithium ions is always occupied by water molecules which contradicts the assumption in terms of the higher donor number for DMSO compared to water \( (\text{DN}_{\text{DMSO}} = 29.8 \text{ vs. DN}_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} = 18.0) \).\(^{34}\) Based on our findings, it can be concluded that molecular size effects dominate the preferential solvation...
of lithium ions in contrast to specific chemical details as it was discussed in a previous publication for pure solvents.\textsuperscript{36}

A comparable behavior can be found for SDS\textsuperscript{2−}. The first solvent shell is formed by water molecules whereas a mixed second solvent shell composed of DMSO and water molecules can be found at $r \approx 0.65$ nm. Interestingly, for larger values of $x_{\text{DMSO}}$, one can observe a significant increase of the first solvent shell peak value for $x_{\text{DMSO}} \geq 0.3$.

The results for the local/bulk partition coefficient in accordance to eqn (6) are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. In order to obtain reliable estimates, we only calculated the values at distances where both solvent species have a minimum coordination number of at least $N_a \geq 0.2$. It can be clearly seen that the local/bulk partition DMSO coefficient around SDS\textsuperscript{2−} (bottom of Fig. 6) reveals $K_{\text{DMSO}}(r) < 1$ for all distances. Thus, it becomes evident that DMSO is preferentially excluded from SDS\textsuperscript{2−}. This finding is also validated with regard to the strong preferential solvation of SDS\textsuperscript{2−} by water molecules (bottom of Fig. 7). All values reveal $K_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}(r) > 1$ at short distances which even increases for higher mole fractions of DMSO. Thus, a preferential solvation of SDS\textsuperscript{2−} by water molecules is indeed validated.

In addition to SDS\textsuperscript{2−}, lithium ions reveal a comparable solvation behavior (top of Fig. 6 and 7). In accordance to the radial distribution functions shown in Fig. 5, it can be clearly seen that the first solvent shell at short distances is fully occupied by water molecules due to negligible values of $K_{\text{DMSO}}(r) \approx 0$ at $r \leq 0.3$ nm. The presence of distinct solvent shells remains also valid for the second pure DMSO shell at $r \approx 0.35$ nm. At larger distances, a slightly preferable accumulation of DMSO molecules around Li\textsuperscript{+} in the mixed third solvent shell is indicated by $K_{\text{DMSO}}(r) \geq 1$ at distances $r \geq 0.6$ nm and DMSO mole fractions $x_{\text{DMSO}} \geq 0.4$ (top of Fig. 6). In conjunction with this finding, large values of $K_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}$ around lithium ions can be observed at the same distance indicating that even in the mixed third solvent shell an accumulation of water molecules is preferred (top of Fig. 7). Thus, both ion species are therefore more likely solvated by water molecules which verifies a homoselective solvation mechanism. Indeed, these results reveal the non-applicability of the donor and acceptor number concept for DMSO–water mixtures.

4.3 Dielectric spectra of aqueous DMSO solutions in presence of ions

For the study of the dynamic properties of the solution, we calculated the real $\varepsilon'(\omega)$ and the negative imaginary part $\varepsilon''(\omega)$ of the frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity according to eqn (11). The corresponding procedure for the data analysis
is discussed in detail in the supplementary material whereas the results are presented in Fig. 8. The noisy data were slightly smoothed to point out the main properties and the raw data can be found in the supplementary material. As we have already mentioned before, the static dielectric permittivity $\epsilon_0$ can be estimated for $\omega \rightarrow 0$. One can clearly observe in Fig. 8, that the resulting values decrease for increasing mole fractions of DMSO in agreement with Fig. 4.

In more detail, the imaginary part of the dielectric spectrum which is shown in the bottom of Fig. 8 reveals some interesting properties as one would expect for non-ideal solutions. Main absorption peaks can be observed between $\omega = 0.1 \, \text{THz}$ and $\omega = 0.01 \, \text{THz}$ for DMSO mole fractions ranging from $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1$ to $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.5$. A similar trend for increasing mole fractions with a shift of the absorption peak was also experimentally observed.\textsuperscript{44} The corresponding relaxation times are $\tau \approx 63 \, \text{ps}$ ($\omega = 0.1 \, \text{THz}$ for $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1$) and $\tau \approx 630 \, \text{ps}$ ($\omega = 0.01 \, \text{THz}$ for $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.5$) in comparison to experimental data\textsuperscript{44} at 298 K between 22.54 ps ($x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1$) and 53.94 ps ($x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.4$). Moreover, one can also observe a small peak at $\omega \approx 100 \, \text{THz}$ which can be related to pure water modes as discussed in ref. 62 and 96. The absence of this peak for higher DMSO mole fractions complements this assumption and can be explained by librational modes of water which are suppressed with increasing DMSO fractions. In addition, also the far-infrared peak at $\omega = 0.1 \, \text{THz}$ belongs to the hydrogen bond network of water molecules due to the presence of a varying number of hydrogen-bonded neighbors which individually contribute to the low frequency spectrum.\textsuperscript{96} Thus it follows, that for DMSO concentrations between $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1$–0.5, the number of hydrogen-bonded water neighbors decreases with increasing DMSO concentration and the relaxation time increases in agreement with the observed shift to lower frequencies.

Also the non-ideal behavior of the solution is reflected by the data. In fact, the frequency of the absorption peak at $\omega \approx 0.01 \, \text{THz}$ remains constant for DMSO mole fractions $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.4$ and $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.5$ as it was also experimentally found\textsuperscript{44} while for lower DMSO mole fractions a shift of the main peak to higher frequencies can be observed. As it was discussed in the previous subsections, it can be therefore concluded that the minimum frequency associated with the corresponding peak position can be brought into agreement with the non-ideal behavior of the solution. These results are also in reasonable agreement with our findings for the diffusion coefficient in Fig. 2 and with previous experimental results discussing the occurrence of pronounced DMSO–water interactions.\textsuperscript{44,45} It can be expected that cross-correlation contributions between water and DMSO molecules might significantly contribute to this observation.

In order to study these effects in more detail, we also calculated the individual as well as the cross-correlation contributions of the species in the solution. The corresponding results are presented in Fig. 9. As a first remark, it has to be noted that ionic contributions to the dielectric spectra and their cross-correlations with other compounds are negligible and therefore not shown. For the individual solvent contributions, one can clearly see that the static dielectric permittivity $\epsilon_0 = \epsilon'(\omega = 0)$ for mole fractions $x_{\text{DMSO}} \leq 0.3$ is mostly dominated by water molecules. Thus, the corresponding values for water are located in the range between $\epsilon_0 = 11.7$ ($x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.5$) and $\epsilon_0 = 59.5$ ($x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1$) as shown in Table 1. In addition, the individual contributions to the dielectric constant are presented in the bottom of Fig. 9. It can be clearly seen that the contributions of water and DMSO to the dielectric constant decrease or increase, respectively nearly linearly with the DMSO mole fraction. Hence, the contributions of pure water and DMSO to the dielectric constant behave in good agreement with an ideal solution. The non-linear behavior mainly arises from cross-correlations between DMSO and water molecules. The main peak value is located at $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.4$ indicating the highest amount of DMSO–water correlation effects. In addition, one can recognize that for a DMSO mole fraction between $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.3$–0.4 all contributions are nearly comparable. Indeed, the crucial interplay between the molecules can be related to the high non-ideality of the solution at these DMSO mole fractions.

The non-ideality is also reflected by the absorption behavior of the solution in terms of the dielectric loss shown in Fig. 10. In comparison to the spectra shown in Fig. 9, also the absorption peaks of $\epsilon''(\omega)$ are strongly dominated by water contributions for
low DMSO fractions. Interestingly, we observe a shift of the main peak to lower frequencies for both solvents with increasing DMSO fraction. Therefore, it can be concluded that the interaction between DMSO and water molecules directly affect the resulting dynamic properties of water molecules. Moreover, pronounced correlation effects between DMSO and water molecules due to peaks at frequencies between $\omega = 0.05-0.01$ THz corresponding to molecular relaxation times between $\tau = 125$ ps and $\tau = 630$ ps become visible. For mole fractions between $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.3-0.5$ representing a non-ideal solution, main absorption peaks between $\omega = 0.01-0.03$ THz can be found which indicates that correlation effects between DMSO and water occur on characteristic time scales between $\tau = 200-600$ ps. Therefore, it can be concluded that DMSO–water interactions result in stable complexes which reorganize at the sub-nanosecond time scale. Compared to pure water, where characteristic time scales occur on picoseconds,\(^97^\) it can be stated that DMSO–water complexes show roughly two orders longer reorganization times. These findings verify the complicated interaction behavior between DMSO and water molecules which directly affect the non-ideality of the solution at specific DMSO mole fractions.

### 4.4 Ion pairing and ion conductivity

Finally, we study the formation of ions pairs in aqueous DMSO solutions. Several theories were proposed to describe the amount of ion pairing in aqueous systems (for an overview we refer the reader to ref. 1 and 3). We distinguished between bound pairs and free ions by the introduction of a cutoff radius $R = 1.4$ nm. Hence, if lithium ions are located within this distance around the charged $-\text{SO}_3^-$ group, we considered them as condensed. Although this distance is quite large, it allows us to point out qualitative trends in the ion pairing process. The value for the cutoff distance can be rationalized with regard to Fig. 6 and 7, where bulk solution behavior for distances $r \geq 1.4$ nm around both ion species can be found. A systematic estimate of the association constant at the Bjerrum length is

#### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x_{\text{DMSO}}$</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}$</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{\text{DMSO}}$</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{DMSO}}$</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 Top: Contributions to the frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon'(\omega)$ for mole fractions $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1-0.5$ in presence of the ions. The contributions of the ions can be neglected due to their low intensity. Red lines denote the results for water contributions, blue lines for DMSO and black lines represent the cross correlation contributions for water and DMSO. Bottom: Relative contributions of the individual species and cross correlation contributions $\varepsilon_{r,a}$ to the resulting total dielectric constant $\varepsilon_{r,\text{tot}}$. Red squares denote the results for water contributions whereas blue circles and black triangles represent the results for pure DMSO and correlated water–DMSO contributions, respectively.

Fig. 10 Contributions to the frequency-dependent dielectric loss $\varepsilon''(\omega)$ for mole fractions $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1-0.5$ in presence of the ion pair. Red lines denote the results for water contributions, blue lines for DMSO and black lines represent the cross correlation contributions for water and DMSO. The contributions of the ions can be neglected due to their low intensity.
Fig. 11 Association constant of the ion pair as represented by the fraction of condensed counterions $\theta_c$ for different mole fractions $x_{\text{DMSO}}$ at $R = 1.4$ nm. All error bars are within symbol size and the solid line is a guide for the eye.

Fig. 12 Total conductivity $\sigma$ for the solution in presence of the ions for different DMSO mole fractions $x_{\text{DMSO}}$. The solid line is only a guide for the eye.

\[
\sigma = 0.31 \text{ mS cm}^{-1} \text{ for } x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1 \text{ and } \sigma = 0.03 \text{ mS cm}^{-1} \text{ for } x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.5 \text{ with a steep decrease for mole fractions between } x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.1-0.3. \text{ Noteworthy, a comparable decrease of } \sigma \text{ for a polymeric form of SDS}^{2-} \text{ was also recently observed.}^{11} \text{ Thus, the ionic conductivity decreases by roughly one order for increasing DMSO fractions. Therefore, it can be concluded that large association constants are accompanied by low ionic conductivities. Based on our findings, it becomes evident that a significant fraction of ion pairs decrease the ionic conductivity which is disadvantageous for optimizing ion conductivities in electrochemical applications.}

5 Summary and conclusion

We studied the properties of ion pairs in binary solvent mixtures of DMSO and water by molecular dynamics simulations. Our results for the derivative of the chemical activity indicate a strong non-ideal behavior of the pure solution without ions for mole fractions between $x_{\text{DMSO}} = 0.3-0.5$. These findings are complemented and supported by the analysis of the dielectric spectra. All our results verify a strong water-DMSO interaction for moderate DMSO mole fractions resulting in stable complexes. The presence of these complexes as well as their binding properties significantly influence the dynamic and the static properties of the solution resulting in the strong non-ideal behavior. Moreover, the absence of a preferential heteroselective solvation behavior for the ions is evident. In fact, the first solvation shell around both constituents is purely formed by water molecules. Vice versa, we observed a preferential exclusion of DMSO around both ion species. Hence, with regard to the functionality of DMSO molecules in the mixture and on their action on the solutes, it can be speculated that DMSO reveals similar properties like osmolytes known as protein protectants, e.g. trimethyl-amine-N oxide (TMAO), ectoine or hydroxyectoine. Specifically for these molecules, a preferential exclusion around differently charged solutes was observed. Thus, the strong interaction with the local solvent shell favors their occurrence in bulk solution inapplicable due inhomogeneous solvation shells around the ions which induce a locally varying dielectric constant. The corresponding results for $R = 1.4$ nm are presented in Fig. 11.

Indeed, one can see that the association constant $\theta_c$ according to eqn (7) which represents the fraction of bound lithium ions, grows non-linearly with the mole fraction of DMSO. This finding remains also valid for variations of the cutoff distances $R$. In more detail, the results for the radial distribution function between the SDS$^{2-}$ and the lithium ions (data not shown) indicated that the ion association behavior is mostly represented by direct contact pairs at distances $r \approx 0.2$ nm. We compared the results for the association constant to standard theoretical predictions.\textsuperscript{1,98–100} A satisfying agreement with these theories could not be achieved. This might be either due to our limited set of data, inaccuracies of the chosen force fields or the influence of specific solution properties. In more detail, it was discussed in ref. 28 and 58 that specific ion effects as well as locally varying dielectric constants prohibit the usage of standard theories like the Eigen–Fuoss equation\textsuperscript{1,98} or modifications of the Manning–Oosawa counterion condensation theory by a Poisson–Boltzmann cell model approach.\textsuperscript{99–101} All these theories rely on the absence of finite-size effects and the presence of homogeneous continuum solution properties for the dielectric constant. With regard to Fig. 5, it becomes obvious that our system significantly deviates from these assumptions and reveals pronounced non-idealities, which results in an inapplicability of standard theoretical approaches.\textsuperscript{28} Hence, novel theories have to be developed, e.g. as they were discussed in ref. 19 and 28 in order to establish a reliable prediction of the counterion condensation behavior. More detailed studies in the future will help to shed light at this point. Nevertheless, our results indicate that a significant ion pair formation occurs for higher mole fractions of DMSO which complements the findings for the homoselective solvation behavior.

Furthermore, the ionic conductivity $\sigma$ according to eqn (12) reveals a non-linear decrease for increasing DMSO fractions. The results are presented in Fig. 12. We obtained values between...
which agrees with the observed behavior for DMSO. In summary, one can assume that heteroselective solvation is mostly influenced by the solvent composition, the specific molecular details of both solvent molecules and their preference to interact with the solute.

In summary, our study indicates that preferential heteroselective solvation of different solutes with regard to varying values for the donor and acceptor numbers fails for aqueous DMSO solutions. Competing effects like preferential exclusion in aqueous solution might dominate, which verifies the complicated interplay between the components of the mixture. A strong indicator is given by the non-ideality of the solution which demonstrates that both solvent molecules strongly interact. Our study presents a first step towards a deeper understanding of the underlying effects. More effort has to be spent for a full understanding of these interesting solution properties.
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